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The difficulties concerning twentieth-century music historiography and their consequences for 
the historical position of composers may best be introduced by the following two quotations.  
 
In the fifties [...] the emphasis had been on exploring the materials of music, on evolving a 
musical ‘language’, on compositional system and philosophy. Given such objective 
interests, it was natural that composers should have been little inclined to involve 
themselves with the bastard genres of opera and ballet, where purely musical problems 
must of necessity be subsumed. Those who did write for the musical theatre, Britten, 
Tippett and Hans Werner Henze (b.1926) for instance, were not among the pioneers of the 
‘avant garde’.1 
 
The essential question of modern art, as it was understood by modern artists during the first 
two-thirds of the twentieth century, and the essential debate, was whether artists lived in 
history or in society. [...] He [Britten] further sought, just as explicitly, to reconcile that 
calling [audience service] with a fully modern, if eclectic, musical manner, which (in a 
sense belying his reputation as a “national” figure) drew extensively on nearly the full 
range of contemporary European styles, as well as a number of Asian musics.
2
 
 
Several issues are emerging from these quotations. First of all, the indistinctness of the term 
‘modernism’ is most striking (and well-known) and it might well be that the other issues 
evolve out of the author’s stance towards modernism. The other issues are contradictions or - 
as I would prefer it - poles on a continuum with a wide range of choices in between as to the 
ways in which histories are presented: for instance, the emphasis on compositional techniques 
or on the techniques and on the context; the organization of the history into ‘schools’, 
countries, composers or into innovative techniques. In addition, these issues have to do with 
the times and possibly the nationality of the author. 
 This paper deals with a specific composer - Benjamin Britten - and his historical position 
in relation to modernism. In the course of the paper Britten’s specific case and more 
theoretical aspects will be alternated in order to give an idea of his positioning on the 
conservative-modern continuum. 
 
To give an idea of the different ways Britten is discussed and historically positioned, I have 
analyzed about thirty histories of music.
3
 ‘Histories of music’ here signify books of every 
kind and description giving a survey of twentieth-century music either by a pure enumeration 
of composers, or by trying to indicate connections. All of these books contribute to the image 
building of Britten. I have concentrated on British, American, and German music histories 
from the period 1961-2005. During this long span of time, two shifts are conspicuous, which 
may not be surprising but of interest nonetheless (see Table 1). Firstly, the number of histories 
decreases, and secondly, there is a change in the type of employment and levels of education 
of the authors. For both the number of histories and the kind of employment of the authors, 
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the explanation could be linked to the ever increasing recognition of the problems of a 
twentieth-century music history as to modernism, progress, technical innovation and context. 
 
 
Table 1: Publications of music histories and employment of authors 
 
year of 
publication 
critic, teacher, popular 
author 
composer, musician, 
conductor 
music 
theorist/musicolo
gist 
musicologist 
‘60-’70  Wood (1961 in 
Hartog) 
 Machlis (1961) 
 Dibelius (1966) 
 Yates (1967) 
 Porter (1968 in 
Lang/Broder) 
 Wood (1961 in 
Hartog) 
 Häusler (1969) 
  Grout (1960) 
‘70-’80  Ewen (1970) 
 Griffiths (1978) 
 Routh (1972) 
 Vogt (1972) 
 Salzman (1974) 
 Whittall 
(1977) 
 Hutchings 
(1974 in 
Cooper) 
‘80-’90    Simms 
(1986) 
 Martin 
(1980) 
 Danuser 
(1984) 
‘90-’00  Schwartz/Godfrey 
(1993)  
 Griffiths 
(1995/1981) 
 Schwartz/Godfrey 
(1993) 
  Morgan 
(1991) 
 Károlyi 
(1994) 
 Spink (1995) 
‘00-’10    Whittall 
(2003, 
2004 in 
Cook/Po
ple) 
 Taruskin 
(2005) 
 Henning 
Eisenlohr 
(2005 in 
Heister) 
 Heldt (2006 
in 
Riethmüller) 
 
 
In the course of the paper I would like to give a brief outline of the problems of the term 
modernism. First of all, it ought to be mentioned that recent decades have seen prolific 
reflections and interrogations around this term, leading to new perspectives. In order to clarify 
these problems, they will be categorized but it should be emphasized that the dividing lines 
between the categories are not well-defined. 
 In a nutshell, the following three categories contain the main problems in assessing 
modernism: periodization, compositional-technical aspects, and aesthetical aspects. 
 
Periodization and terminology 
Applied to music the term modernism denotes a much narrower period than it does in other 
disciplines, that is to say approximately the twentieth century. This narrow period of time is of 
influence to the other two categories (compositional and aesthetical aspects), which are also 
quite narrow. Hence, more and more authors are advocating a more open view on musical 
modernism in order to allow the option of capturing all the diverse and sometimes contrary 
tendencies, rather than discussing a single perspective on modernism only.  
 3 
 But let us first have a look at the period which in music tends to be called modernism. 
Obviously, the discussion about the beginning of modernism is connected to the other two 
categories. As a consequence, the choice of its beginning is a choice about which aspects take 
priority: the compositional-technical or the aesthetical ones. Furthermore, its beginning is to a 
large extent related to a specific composer. As a result, the other developments or composers 
are ‘precursors’ or ‘successors’. Three possible beginnings of modernism are distinguishable 
in music historical overviews. The first could be dated about 1890 and is mostly related to 
Claude Debussy (the approach, for instance, that Paul Griffiths takes
4
), the explanation being 
that Debussy paved the way - compositionally as well as aesthetically - for all future 
developments. The second proposed beginning could be dated about 1910 and relates to 
Arnold Schönberg’s atonality.5 The choice here is clearly a compositional-technical one. 
Finally, the third potential beginning could be dated about 1920 and relates to the 
neoclassicism of Igor Stravinsky. The reason for this beginning could be found in the ultimate 
break with tradition, specifically with romanticism. It ought to be mentioned that authors of 
the third potential beginning actually considered the start of modernism to be earlier, but 
according to them ‘real’ modernism would not begin prior to 1920 (an example for this view 
is Richard Taruskin
6
). In order to be comprehensive, it should also be mentioned that some 
authors declare the beginnings of modernism around 1900, without relating it to any 
composer and mostly without any clear statement.
7
 
 Dating the end of modernism is another complicated issue. Almost nobody is clear about 
this. Some will refer to postmodernism as the following step, some will nowadays speak  
about a ‘second modernism’. Grove Music online gives 1900-1975 as the period for 
modernism which was then followed by postmodernism.
8
 
 In Germany, terminology differs. Modernism roughly signifies the 1890s-1900s period, 
and from 1910 on the term ‘Neue Musik’ would prevail. However, this does not mean that the 
term ‘Neue Musik’ is much clearer than the term modernism. The main difference is that the 
German term, by including the adjective ‘new’, emphasizes innovative composition 
techniques. 
 
Britten lived from 1913-1976, his lifetime spanning precisely the period of modernism as 
accepted by most authors. However, living in this period does not automatically mean that 
one will rank among modernism. Taruskin distinguishes between ‘modern’ and ‘modernist’, 
‘modern’ just meaning that someone is living in the present and ‘modernist’, on the other 
hand, that someone consciously adopts this specific attitude.
9
 Although Britten has been a 
successful and acknowledged composer, his historical positioning is a complicated matter. 
Just taking a view of the content of music histories and the place authors will give Britten 
show the obvious difficulty of his historical position, and not only because of this composer’s 
ambiguous position on the conservative-modern continuum. Organizing and conducting a 
history, the author will also be faced with historiographical problems and choices. One 
preferred way of telling the story is the manner in which influential composers and schools 
have been organized. With this arrangement connections can be laid between chronological 
developments. The rise of serialism, for example, changed the positions of Anton Webern and 
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Paul Hindemith, increasing Webern’s importance and influence and at the same time 
decreasing Hindemith’s. But there will always be those composers who will not belong to a 
school and who will not be influential in that the next generation of composers will take over 
and expand their techniques. Alexander Scriabin and Maurice Ravel are examples of this, and 
so is Britten. An author of a music history will thus be confronted with the problem of what to 
do with composers who do not fit in any linear story. They sometimes interrupt their linear 
story by placing in between a chapter on this kind of composers.
10
 Others try to classify 
composers  by a certain school.
11
 Finally, still others apparently think that they have to 
mention the composer - perhaps because the composer is well received by the audience - yet 
are cutting him off from the tendencies which ‘really’ matter.12 The range of Britten’s 
positioning varies enormously, from conservative to modern. What is intriguing is the 
struggle of the authors who, so as to characterize Britten, sometimes use the two extreme 
sides of the continuum simultaneously. As an example, there is this significant statement of 
Otto Károlyi, who says that Britten is “a conservative modern master.”13  
 
Table 2: Categorizing of Benjamin Britten on conservative-modern continuum 
 
Year 
of 
publi-
cation 
conservative traditionalist nationalist personal style with 
eclecticism 
neoclassicism social commitment homosexuality in 
music 
moderate 
mainstream 
‘60-’70   Machlis 
Dibelius 
Yates 
Wood  
Dibelius 
Ewen  
Porter 
Häusler 
Hutchings  
 Häusler    
‘70-’80 Griffiths 
Martin/Drossin  
Salzman Salzman Vogt 
Routh 
Whittall  
Martin/Drossin 
Salzman  
Griffiths 
Routh    
‘80-’90  Danuser 
Simms 
  Simms   Simms Danuser 
‘90-’00 Schwartz/Godfrey 
Károlyi 
Griffiths 
Schwartz/Godfrey  Morgan 
Károlyi  
Evans 
 Schwartz/Godfrey  
Károlyi 
Rye (in Spink) 
Károlyi 
Griffiths 
 
‘00-’10  Heldt  Whittall  
Taruskin  
 Whittall  
Taruskin  
Eisenlohr  
Heldt  
Taruskin 
Heldt  
Whittall 
 
 
Before continuing, I would like to make a few remarks concerning Table 2. As has been 
mentioned, some authors place Britten alongside the whole continuum, which means that 
these authors will be found more than once in the table. Moreover, at times it may be hard to 
know the opinion of a certain author because he is fairly vague and does not give concrete 
indications. This means that I need to interpret these rather ambiguous authors. 
 Either way, as is evident from the table, there is a shift in emphasis. Before the 1980s, for 
instance, nobody connected Britten’s homosexuality with his music (Philip Brett was the first 
to do so in 1977). Another major topic in music historiography after the 1980s, is social 
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commitment of composers. In the case of Britten, social commitment means on the one hand 
transmitting a message and on the other hand accessibility for the audience. Only his 
commitment with the audience is mentioned twice before the 1980s. The classifying of 
Britten as a nationalist can only be found before the 1980s. The table shows that a few authors 
classify Britten’s music as neoclassicism which means that he could belong to modernism 
according to the third interpretation of its beginning (as outlined above). The topic receiving 
the most attention from all authors is Britten’s eclecticism, his practice to integrate 
heterogeneous elements of quite different origins into his personal style. However, whether or 
not this practice is judged as an aspect of modernism differs from one author to the other. The 
same is true for the topic ‘traditionalist’ which, in a way, often refers to eclecticism (Britten’s  
use of the English madrigalists and Purcell). Hermann Danuser and Arnold Whittall adopt yet 
another category so as to be able to place frequently performed composers who do not belong 
to the avant-garde. This category is reserved for the period following World War II and is 
called ‘moderate mainstream’ or ‘gemäßigte Moderne’. With this category, modernism is 
expanded away from merely the innovation of compositional aspects. Danuser connects 
‘gemäßigte Moderne’ with reaching large audiences and consequently being performed 
frequently. According to Danuser, the music is not merely neotonal but endeavours to 
reconcile dodecaphony and tonality.
14
 Finally, the ‘gemäßigte Moderne’ refers to tradition. 
Whittall’s use of ‘moderate mainstream’ corresponds to Danuser’s concept. According to 
Whittall, ‘moderate mainstream’ means the interaction between moderation and innovation, 
and, as a result, the accommodations between conservatism and progressiveness. Because of 
its link with tradition the ‘moderate mainstream’ is more accessible to the audience.  
In Whittall’s words: 
 
The technical elements of moderation to be emphasized here are therefore those which 
represent explicit procedural connections with certain traditions: 
1. The distinction between consonance and dissonance; 2. The identifiable presence of 
motivic or thematic statement and development; 3. The consistent use of rhythmic, metric 
regularity and in addition the use of forms and textures of the tonal past.
15
 
  
According to Whittall, Britten is an example par excellence of the ‘moderate mainstream’. 
 
Compositional aspects 
As has been described so far, the historical positioning of Britten is very puzzling and the 
complete conservative-modern continuum is used.  
 As has been mentioned earlier, all authors agree on Britten’s eclectic way of composing. 
His  use of many influences, from Henry Purcell to Japanese Noh-play, and their 
incorporation into his compositions is described by them in some detail. According to the 
authors it is important to mention that he would not copy styles nor employ quotations. 
Likewise, influences are not applied as an allusion to a specific composer. However, with this 
treatment of musical material (i.e. the clearly audible influences of diverse composers and 
styles), Britten is considered to be intensely connected with tradition. Certainly, he would 
make something new out of it. He would use the influences for his own ends as the authors 
emphasize. Thus, depending on what he wants to express dramatically, he would use the kind 
of material of, for example, composers such as Purcell or Mahler. Inferentially, tradition or 
influences are not used to ensure irony (some exceptions notwithstanding) but to ensure the 
dramatic flow. This is why, in my view, Britten cannot be classified as a neoclassicist 
composer because his music is not objectivistic, rigid or ironic - on the contrary. 
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 Another compositional aspect upon which all authors agree is that Britten would compose 
in a form of tonality. Again, it is difficult to find a uniform description of Britten’s specific 
use of tonality. Before the 1980s, some historians apply concepts such as polytonality or 
bitonality.
16
 However, most authors are unspecific about the form of Britten’s tonality and 
they merely restrict themselves to the observation that it serves the drama and the emotions of 
the characters (if it is about an opera). These authors for instance allude to alternating or 
juxtaposing consonances and dissonances, or to juxtaposing chords that actually do not belong 
to the same tonal context. This means, again, that Britten would use tonality as a means to an 
end, without any distinct and systematical compositional method. 
 Simplicity is another compositional aspect that receives much attention. Authors put 
emphasis on “evoking intense dramatic effects by the simplest of means.”17 It then appears 
that the described compositional aspects - influences of different styles and composers; some 
form of tonality; and simplicity - are all connected to dramatic effects in his music. In other 
words, all means serve the same purpose: dramaturgy. I would like to make three remarks: 
firstly, the concept of ‘dramaturgy’ is not only used to describe Britten’s operas but to classify 
all of his works. Secondly, I would like to emphasize that Britten did not use distinct 
compositional systems. For this reason, next generations are unable to adapt Britten’s 
techniques. Thirdly, even if authors speak about Britten’s simplicity and eclecticism, they all 
will praise his immense craftsmanship.  
 Let us now consider the compositional aspects of modernism. One particular aspect will be 
mentioned everywhere and is in the eyes of many authors almost interchangeable with 
musical modernism itself: atonality. Evidently, atonality would be used differently in the 
course of the twentieth century. What is important here is that the structuring element as well 
as the functionality of tonality have been abandoned. Consequently, listeners are losing their 
grip on how to listen to the music: the gap is growing wider between composer and audience. 
‘Elitism’ becomes a frequently heard label. Yet another consequence is, as Carl Dahlhaus 
pointed out, “eine Akzentverlagerung im System der musikalischen Gattungen”,18 away from 
the symphonic poem and the music drama of the ‘Fortschrittspartei’ (the progressives) 
towards chamber music genres. These kinds of compositional aspects are mostly used to 
describe forms of atonality and compositional systems such as dodecaphony and serialism. 
From this moment on, there is a tendency that - in brief - analysis tends to focus more and 
more on structure, coherence and method.  
 If these more general compositional aspects are compared with those of Britten’s as has 
been described above, it is obvious that his compositional approach does not fulfill the general 
criteria of modernism. However, one might wonder when this view on systematic 
composition techniques became dominant. Joseph Straus wrote an interesting article on this 
issue.
19
 Based on statistics, he states that the dominance of integral serialism in the US was 
absent in the 1950s and 1960s. “Since 1970, the myth of serial dominance has begun to 
harden into accepted fact, casually repeated as a truism.”20 In other words, according to 
Straus, integral serialism was made retrospectively dominant at the expense of other 
developments. Regarding Britten and the people who supported him, the statement of Straus 
might well be confirmed. Hans Keller was an advocate of atonal modern music but he also 
praised Britten and positioned him alongside the most famous of names. Hermann Scherchen, 
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the German conductor who conducted many first performances of atonal modern music, also 
supported Britten and performed his compositions. In 1948 and 1954, Britten (and other ‘non-
atonalists’) was even performed during the Darmstadt Ferienkurse. In the late 1960s, Britten 
himself was skeptical and belligerent towards the avant-garde. In the 1970s, his reputation 
amongst the younger generation was low. According to his biographer Humphrey Carpenter, 
he became uncertain and thought about composing more like the avant-garde.
21
  
 
Aesthetical aspects 
However, Britten himself has raised objections to the avant-garde. According to him, a 
composer was supposed to write for his audience whilst the avant-garde would not care about 
the audience. Furthermore, the avant-garde and critics would force young composers into this 
direction instead of allowing them to develop in ‘a natural way’. 
 
There are many dangers which hedge round the unfortunate composer: pressure groups 
which demand true proletarian music, snobs who demand the latest avant-garde tricks; 
critics who are already trying to document today for tomorrow, to be the first to find the 
correct pigeon-hole definition. These people are dangerous - not because they are 
necessarily of any importance in themselves, but because they may make the composer, 
above all the young composer, self-conscious, and instead of writing his own music, music 
which springs naturally from his gift and personality, he may be frightened into writing 
pretentious nonsense or deliberate obscurity.
22
 
 
This quotation tells its own tale and above all shows the pressure and uncertainty that Britten 
must have felt about his manner of composition. It almost reads like the plea of a suspect who 
opted for the attack rather than the defence. Be that as it may, Britten accentuated his 
conviction that a composer should write for the audience - at least the older he gets the more 
he cherishes this conviction (in the 1930s, for that matter, Britten was criticized for not 
writing for the audience
23
). 
 After the 1980s in particular he is being presented in this audience-oriented way. 
Along with this conviction went the wish to convey a message to the audience. Carpenter 
even states that Britten seemingly believes “in the power of his music to heal society of its 
corruption.”24 Apart from Britten’s own statements, authors often depict him as a composer 
with recurring topics such as, for instance, the loss of innocence, pacifism and being an  
outsider in society. These topics, in combination with his audience-oriented manner of 
composing, represent Britten’s social commitment.  
 As has been shown earlier in Table 2, social commitment only became an issue after the 
1980s when questions arose about the focus on ‘the music itself’, which had been common 
musicological practice until then. It is interesting to look at the way social commitment was 
dealt with before World War II. Obviously, ‘social commitment’ was not the term that would 
be used at the time, but rather terms such as ‘Aktualität’ (‘topicality’) and ‘geistige 
Neuorientierung’ (‘spiritual reorientation’).25 Topicality means that the artist is involved with 
the issues of his time and that he creates something new from this involvement. Spiritual 
reorientation means that the artist has a specific world view which he will try to apply to his 
music. The sincerity of art is essential. However, these aesthetical aspects are realized in a 
variety of ways. One way of ‘topicality’ was, according to Christoph von Blumröder, that the 
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artists had to struggle for the historical meaning of the ‘new’ because they were ahead of their 
time. Consequently, the greater part of the audience could not understand this kind of art, a 
fact accepted by most. Another notion of ‘topicality’ was the very opposite: making music 
accessible because only in this way would an artist be able to communicate a message, of 
which Kurt Weill may be a case in point. Obviously, examples of the first approach include 
Schönberg and his students as well as Theodor Adorno. According to Blumröder, Schönberg 
was not considered the modernist before World War II, but Stravinsky and Hindemith were.
26
 
Accordingly, accessibility and conveying a message were issues of modernism because they 
were seen as a way of topicality. Not until after the War was there a clear shift away from 
accessibility in favour of Schönberg and towards an emphasis on composition techniques. 
Blumröder attributes this change to Adorno’s Philosophy of New Music.27 One could add that 
political and social aspects also contributed to the change. From then on, ‘new’ was above all 
connected with matters springing from composition techniques such as innovation, 
progressiveness and originality. In particular, ‘new’ in this sense was connected with 
modernism at the expense of social commitment. The other way of topicality - accessibility 
and conveying a message – was put on the sidelines. Nowadays, more and more authors 
deplore this one-sidedness and make a plea for a broader perspective of modernism.  
As has been described earlier, Danuser and Whittall use yet another category to position 
composers not belonging to the avant-garde: moderate mainstream.  
 Taruskin in his history clearly advocates using a broader perspective on modernism:  
 
The essential question of modern art, as it was understood by modern artists during the first 
two-thirds of the twentieth century, and the essential debate, was whether artists lived in 
history or in society. [...] In the minds of many, one served one’s art or one’s society, and 
loyalty to the one precluded loyalty to the other.
28
  
 
As an example of a composer wanting to live in society, Taruskin discusses Benjamin Britten. 
Taruskin makes use of compositional as well as aesthetical aspects to describe Britten as a 
modern composer, for instance his juxtaposition and layering of “exotic and normal 
elements”,29 the topic of homosexuality in music,30 and the confrontation of the audience with 
unsolved (social) problems.
31
 
 At this point, I should mention and stress here that the authors who advocate a broader 
perspective on modernism are not advocating an ‘everybody belongs to modernism’ attitude. 
The difference is in the kind of criteria applied: not only compositional aspects are taken into 
account but contextual ones as well. 
 
 To conclude, Benjamin Britten and other composers who do not fit in the historiographical 
line of schools or of the development of new composition techniques pose a challenge to 
historiography, forcing scholars to rethink their methods, as Dahlhaus already diagnosed:  
 
Komponisten wie Jean Sibelius und Ferruccio Busoni, die zweifellos der Moderne - wie 
man sie damals verstand - angehörten, sich jedoch scheuten, den Schritt zur Neuen Musik 
zu vollziehen, gerieten für eine Kritik, die kaum noch ästhetisch zu urteilen vermochte, 
ohne sich des geschichtlichen “Stellenwerts” einer Erscheinung zu vergewissern, dadurch 
in ästhetisches Niemandsland, daß sie sich den historiographischen Formeln entzogen.
32
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It would be interesting to investigate why this one-sided view on modernism should have been 
developed and who took this side. Straus talked about a myth, but myths will exist and we 
need to understand why. 
 In the case of Britten, it means that he belongs to this myth as a counterpart of innovation 
and progressiveness. This position might change if aesthetical aspects were to be taken into 
account. Another interesting point seems to be the change Britten underwent following his 
time in America (1942) - prior to that time he would be very interested in Alban Berg and 
Schönberg and not as interested in audience acceptance as he was to be later.  
 There is much more to say, but that would go beyond the scope of this paper. In my view, 
the historical position of Britten is changing because authors are rethinking modernism and 
the one-sided focus on it. I would like to draw this paper to a close with a Dahlhaus quote: 
  
[E]r [der moderne Historiker] macht fühlbar, daß die Geschichte, wie er sie erzählt, außer 
der Darstellung eines Stücks Vergangenheit ein Dokument über die Gegenwart ist, aus 
deren Situation heraus er schreibt. Von der Offenheit der Zukunft ist die Vergangenheit, da 
sie immer die Vergangenheit einer bestimmten Gegenwart , also eine veränderliche 
Vergangenheit ist, mitbetroffen.
33
  
                                                                                                                                                                                     
“Composers such as Jean Sibelius and Ferruccio Busoni doubtless belonged to the modernists, as they were 
understood at the time, yet hesitated to take the final step to contemporary [new] music. For critics incapable of 
making aesthetic judgments without first establishing a figure’s historical “import,” these composers fell into an 
aesthetic no-man’s-land by failing to conform to historiographical formulae.” 
ROBINSON, Nineteenth-century Music, p. 367.  
33
 C. DAHLHAUS, Grundlagen der Musikgeschichte (Köln, 1977), p. 81. 
“[The modern historian] makes us aware that the history he is narrating not only depicts a fragment of the past 
but documents the present time of writing. For the past is changeable; it is always the past relative to a particular 
present, and hence is prey to the open-endedness of the future.” 
English transl. by J. B. ROBINSON, Foundations of Music History (Cambridge, 1999), p. 48.  
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